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Abstract. The problem of short-text conceptualization is important, and has attracted increasing attention. Recent probabilistic algorithms have demonstrated
remarkable successes. However most of them are limited to the assumption that
all the observed terms in given short-text are conditionally independent, ignoring the interaction among terms (and concepts), as well as the beneficial reactions from concepts to terms. To overcome these problems, recently some corank paradigms are proposed, unfortunately neither they fails to integrate the
co-occurrence feature nor they fails to utilize the semantic similarity implicit
in the lexical knowledge base. Therefore, previous works could not release robust concept representation. Faced with this problem, this paper proposes a novel framework based on both statistic information (e.g., co-occurrence feature in
large-scale corpus) and semantic information (e.g., semantic similarity in lexical
knowledge base), for co-ranking terms and their corresponding concepts simultaneously, This co-ranking framework utilizes several graphs: the concept graph,
the term graph and the subordination graph. The experimental results show that
our method achieves higher accuracy and efficiency in short-text conceptualization than the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Keywords: Conceptualization · Co-Ranking · Lexical Knowledge Base
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Introduction

Shot-text conceptualization, is an interesting task to infer the most likely concepts for
terms in the short-text, which could help better make sense of text data, and extend the
texts with categorical or topical information [1,30,9,28,23,27]. It is a task to map a piece
of short-text to a set of open domain concepts with different granularities[10,12,26,8].
Recent works on short-text understanding have put more emphasis on using signals from lexical knowledge bases to assist short-text conceptualization [9,32,28], and
achieve great success. Many probabilistic (graph-based) algorithms have been proposed
[21,30,23,10]. Generally, these kind of algorithms is closely integrated with the knowledge base, and the knowledge base has been demonstrated to be used to helping shorttext understanding [29,32,28]. Given a short-text as input, we map each term to the corresponding candidate concepts defined in lexical knowledge base (e.g., Probase), and
therefore a semantic graph is constructed based on the terms, concepts and the links among them. Note that, This semantic graph is heterogeneous [5,20,19], including three
?
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sub-graph: (i) the concept graph GC connecting concepts (defined in the lexical knowledge base); (ii) the term graph GT connecting terms (embedded in the short-text), and
(iii) the subordination graph GT C that ties the two previous graphs together.
As concluded in [10], after mapping the terms T = {ti |i = 1, . . . , nT } in given
short-text to some candidate concepts in lexical knowledge base (e.g., Probase), previous works aim at estimating optimal set of concepts CQ= {cj |j = 1, . . . , kC }, which
nT
P (ti |cj )1 based on the comaximizes conditional probabilities P (cj |T ) ∝ P (cj ) i=1
occurrence of terms and concepts under Naive Bayes assumption [21,30]. In fact, they
fail in mining the holistic concept-set for the entire short-text. The reasons are discussed
as follows: (i) They assume that all the observed terms (and concepts) are conditionally independent, ignoring the beneficial reactions from concept to terms, which could
reflect the global concepts, and simply regard the multiplication of conditional probabilities from each term as the likelihood of concept cj [23,21]. (ii) Recently some
co-rank paradigms are proposed to investigate the beneficial reactions among terms and
concepts, unfortunately neither they fails to integrate the co-occurrence feature [17] nor
they fails to utilize the semantic similarity implicit in the lexical knowledge base [10].
So as to overcome these problems, we must: (i) devise a framework that enables
the signals (i.e., terms and concepts) to fully interplay to derive solid conceptualization for short-text; and (ii) combines global statistic information (e.g., co-occurrence
feature from large corpus), local information (heuristic information implicit in context,
i.e., correlation function) and manual-defined knowledge (semantic similarity in lexical knowledge base). Therefore, we propose a framework to co-rank terms and their
concepts simultaneously in the concept graph (GC ), the term graph (GT ) and the subordination graph (GT C ). As a result, improved rankings of terms and their concepts
depend on each other in a mutually reinforcing way, thus taking advantage of the additional information implicit in such heterogeneous graph of terms and concepts. The
main intuition behind the co-ranking strategy is that, there is a mutually reinforcing
relationship among concepts and terms that could be reflected in the rankings.

2

Preliminary

2.1

Problem Definition

Following [26], we define the notation “concept” as a set or class of “entities” or
“things” within a domain, such that words belonging to similar classes get similar representations. Probase [32] is used in our study as lexical knowledge base. Probase is
widely used in research about short-text understanding [31,22,24] and text representation [10,28]. Probase uses an automatic and iterative procedure to extract concept knowledge from 1.68 billion Web pages. It contains 2.36 millions of open domain
terms. Each term is a concept, an instance, or both. Meanwhile, it provides around
14 millions relationships with two kinds of important knowledge related to concepts: concept-attribute co-occurrence (isAttrbuteOf) and concept-instance co-occurrence
1

Notation nT indicates the number of the terms occurring in this heterogeneous semantic graph,
which will be discussed later
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(isA). Moreover, Probase provides huge number of high-quality and robust concepts
without builds.
Given a short-text S = {ti |i = 1, . . . , nT }, wherein ti denotes a term, we could
obtain the following results via short-text conceptualization: (i) concept distribution
φC = {hci , RSC (i)i|i = 1, · · · , kC } from lexical knowledge base , wherein RSC (i)
indicates the ranking score of concept ci representing the importance of concept ci contributing to model the entire semantic of the given short-text S (details in Section 3); and
(ii) key-term distribution φT = {htj , RST (j)i|j = 1, · · · , kT }, wherein RST (j) indicates the ranking score of term tj representing the importance of term tj contributing
to model the entire semantic of the given short-text S. Through the above-mentioned
definition, the essence of short text conceptualization is to map a given short-text to a
concept space. This mapping process could filter out the incorrect concepts that are not
suitable for the current given context, and then achieve the semantic disambiguation of
polysemy.
2.2

Heterogeneous Semantic Graph

As discussed in the begining section, the proposed co-ranking framework operates on a
heterogeneous semantic graph, which consists of three sub-graphs. Overall, we denote
the heterogeneous semantic graph as G = (VC ∪ VT , ECC ∪ ET C ∪ ET T ). Wherein, VC is the set of candidate concepts with size of nC = |VC |, and VT is the set of
terms with size of nT = |VT |. ECC is the set of links representing correlation ties among concepts, ET T is the set of links among terms established by their co-occurrence
relations, and ET C is the set of links representing the subordination relations among
terms and concepts. The overall heterogeneous semantic graph G is composed of three
sub-graphs: (i) the Concept Graph GC = (VC , EC ) respecting concepts, (ii) the termcorrelation graph GT = (VT , ET ) respecting terms, and (iii) the bipartite subordination
graph GT C = (VT C , ET C ) that ties concepts (in GC ) and terms (in GT ) together.
2.3

Affinity Matrix

Overall, the proposed co-ranking framework is controlled by four affinity matrices.
Note that, the affinity matrix is also reviewed as the transition matrix in Markov chain
and is a stochastic matrix prescribing the transition probabilities from one vertex (concept or term) to the next, as discussed in the following Section 3. The affinity matrix M
of G is defined as follows:


MCC MCT
M=
(1)
MTC MTT
wherein MCC represents the correlation relationship among concepts (in GC , defined in Section 2.2), and MT T represents the co-occurrence relationship among terms
(in GW , defined in Section 2.2). MCT and MT C denote bipartite subordination (in GT C
, defined in Section 2.2), measuring how likely the given term is assigned with some
concepts and vice versa.
Concept Graph (GC ): The Concept Graph GC = (VC , EC ), representing the relatedness among candidate concepts associated with the given short-text, is a weighted
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undirected graph. The individual concept is denoted as {ci |ci ∈ VC , i = 1, 2, . . . , nC }.
MCC [i][j], the element of MCC , is derived by aggregating the co-occurrences between
all instances of the two concepts ci and cj and the semantic similarity between the two concepts ci and cj . To achieve this goal, we firstly define the semantic similarity
between concept ci and concept cj , as follows:
sim(ci , cj ) =

|Tci ∩ Tcj |
|Tci |

(2)

Wherein, Tci indicate the set of terms belong to concept ci defined in lexical knowledge base Probase, and Tcj could be defined in the same way. With efforts above, we
could utilize the following equation to define MCC [i][j]:
ηCC ·

MCC [i][j] = PnC

l=1

P

tp ∈ci ,tq ∈cj

[ηCC ·

n(tp , tq ) + (1 − ηCC ) · sim(ci , cj )

P

tp ∈ci ,tq ∈cl

n(tp , tq ) + (1 − ηCC ) · sim(ci , cl )]

(3)

Wherein, ηCC is the parameter controlling the weights about the co-occurrence feature and the semantic similarity feature. tp and tq are terms in vocabulary, and n(tp , tq )
represents the co-occurrence frequency between them through statistics. Furthermore,
we could define correlation function for each pair of ci and cj resulting from their coparticipation of term tk :
τ (ci , cj , tk ) =

q(MT C [k][i] 6= 0, MT C [k][j] 6= 0)
|tk |(|tk | − 1)/2

(4)

Wherein q(MT C [k][i] 6= 0, MT C [k][j] 6= 0) is the indicator function of whether term
tk could be mapped to concepts ci and cj simultaneously, and |tk | denotes the number
of all the concepts related to tk . Hence, adding up correlation function from all terms,
we obtain:
[ηCC ·

MCC [i][j] = PnC

P

tp ∈ci ,tq ∈cj

l=1 [ηCC ·

n(tp , tq ) + (1 − ηCC ) · sim(ci , cj )] ·

P

PnT

tp ∈ci ,tq ∈cl n(tp , tq ) + (1 − ηCC ) · sim(ci , cl )] ·

k=1 τ (ci , cj , tk )
PnT
k=1 τ (ci , cl , tk )

(5)
Term Graph (GT ): We segment the given short-text into a set of terms {ti |ti ∈ VT , i =
1, 2,. . ., nT }, by utilizing the Probase [30] as our lexicon. The Term Graph GT =
(VT , ET ) is an weighted undirected graph representing co-occurrence relations among
terms in given short-text. Similarly, MT T [i][j], the element of MTT , is derived by aggregating the co-occurrences between the two term ti and tj and the semantic similarity
between them. For given term ti , we denote its concept set as Cti , consisting the corresponding concepts deriving from Probase by leveraging single instance conceptualization algorithm [31,28,10]. Therefore, we define the semantic similarity between term ti
and concept tj , as follows:
sim(ti , tj ) =

|Cti ∩ Ctj |
|Cti |

With efforts above, MT T [i][j] could be defined as follows:

(6)
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ηT T · n(ti , tj ) + (1 − ηT T ) · sim(ti , tj )
MT T [i][j] = PnT
k=1 [ηT T · n(ti , tk ) + (1 − ηT T ) · sim(ti , tk )]

5

(7)

Wherein, ηT T is the parameter controlling the weights about the co-occurrence feature and the semantic similarity feature. Moreover, we could also take local information
implicit in this context into consideration. Therefore, we also introduce a correlation
function for each pair of ti and tj (given concept ck ) to differentiate different attention:
σ(ti , tj , ck ) =

q(MT C [i][k] 6= 0, MT C [j][k] 6= 0)
|ck |(|ck | − 1)/2

(8)

Wherein |ck | denotes the number of all the terms related to concept ck . Adding up
correlation function from all concepts, we obtain
PnC
[ηT T · n(ti , tj ) + (1 − ηT T ) · sim(ti , tj )] · k=1
σ(t , t , c )
PnC i j k
MT T [i][j] = PnT
(9)
[η
·
n(t
,
t
)
+
(1
−
η
)
·
sim(t
,
t
)]
·
T
T
i
l
T
T
i
l
l=1
k=1 σ(ti , tl , ck )
Subordination Graph (GT C ): GT C = (VT C , ET C ) is a weighted bipartite graph representing relationship among terms all of their corresponding concepts and leveraging
the previous graphs, wherein VT C = VT ∪ VC . MT C [i][j] represents the link from a
term ti to a concept cj . We formulate the subordinate degree of term ti and concept cj :
nins (ti , cj )
sub(ti , cj ) = PnC
k=1 nins (ti , ck )

(10)

Wherein, nins (ti , cj ) is the frequency that term ti is an instance of concept cj .
Moreover, we also takes local information embedded in the current context into consideration, by introducing an correlation function for pair of term ti and term tj (given
concept ck ):
ϕ(ti , tj , ck ) =

q(MT C [i][k] 6= 0, MT C [j][k] 6= 0)
|tj |(|tj | − 1)/2

(11)

Furthermore, add up this correlation function from all terms:
PnT
sub(ti , cj )∗ k=1
ϕ(t , t , c )
PnT i k j
MT C [i][j] = PnC
sub(t
,
c
)∗
i l
l=1
k=1 ϕ(ti , tk , cl )

(12)

As demonstrated in [10], we also assign the normalization of subordinate degree to
MCT [i][j] straightly, rather than introducing the correlation function above:
sub(tj , ci )
MCT [i][j] = PnT
l=1 sub(tl , ci )

(13)
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The Proposed Co-Ranking Framework

Based on the construction of the heterogeneous semantic graph (Section 2.2) and the
affinity matrixes (Section 2.3), the proposed co-ranking framework operates the following iteration procedure, consisting for step in each iteration, on GC , GT and GT C
mutually to mine the most expressive concepts similar to [10], and when this iteration
procedure converges, we choose the top-kC concepts and top-kT terms according to
descending ranking-scores as final results. The algorithm typically converges when difference between the ranking-scores computed at two successive iterations falls below
a presupposed threshold. As shown in Fig. 1, to simultaneously tune intra-class rankings (among homogenesis elements) and inter-class rankings (among heterogeneous
elements), a set of asymmetric parameters γCC , γCT , γT C , γT T ∈ [0, 1] is used to determining the weights of different random walk procedure in different sub-graphs, with
the following constraints: γCC + γCT + γT C + γT T = 1 (as demonstrated in [10]).

Lexical Knowledge Base
RANKC→C

RANKC→T

GC
RANKT→C

RANKT→T

GTC
GT
Short-Text

Fig. 1: The proposed co-ranking framework for short-text conceptualization.

Term ranks Concept (RANKT→C in Fig. 1). The ranking-scores of terms are used to
reinforcing the scores of concepts, and these values are initially set as TF-IDF in corpus.

(z+1)

RSC

(z)

nT
(i) = γT C Σk=1
MT C [k][i] ∗ RST (k)

(z+1)
RSC
(z+1)

(z+1)

=

(z+1)
(z+1)
RSC /kRSC k

(14)
(15)

Wherein, RSC
and RST
denote ranking-score vector for concepts and terms
(z+1)
(z)
in z+1-th iteration, and RSC
(i) and RST (k) denote the ranking-scores of concept
(z)
(z)
ci and term tk . To guarantee convergence, RSC and RST are normalized after each
iteration [7,30,34].
Concept ranks Concept (RANKC→C in Fig. 1). The ranking-scores of concepts are used
to reinforcing the scores of other concepts based on their relevance. Note that, We rank
the concept graph GC following the PageRank paradigm [3], which is somewhat similar
to weighted PageRank [6]. Consider a random walk on GC , and the affinity matrix MCC
could be reviewed as the transition matrix. Note taht, a random walk on a graph is a
Markov chain [15], its states being the vertices of the graph
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(z+1)

RSC

(z)

nC
(i) = γCC (1−βCC +βCC ∗Σk=1
MCC [k][i]∗RSC (k))
(z+1)

RSC

(z+1)

= RSC

(z+1)

/kRSC

k
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(17)

Wherein βCC is the damping factor as used in PageRank, and at each time step with
probability (1 − βCC ) we stick to random walking and with probability βCC we do not
make a usual random walk step, but instead jump to any vertex, chosen uniformly at
random.
Concept ranks Term (RANKC→T in Fig. 1). The ranking-scores of concepts are used to
reinforcing the scores of terms.
(z+1)

RST

(z)

nC
MCT [k][j] ∗ RSC (k)
(j) = γCT Σk=1

(z+1)
RST

=

(z+1)
(z+1)
RST
/kRST
k

(18)
(19)

Term ranks Term (RANKT→T in Fig. 1). The ranking-scores of terms are used to reinforcing the scores of other terms based on their relevance.
(z+1)

RST

(z)

nT
(j) = γT T (1−β +βT T ∗Σk=1
MT T [k][j]∗RST (k))
(z+1)
RST

=

(z+1)
(z+1)
RST
/kRST
k

(20)
(21)

Wherein βT T is also the damping factor as used in PageRank. The fact that there
exists a unique solution to Eq. (21) follows from the random walk MTT being ergodic2 .

4

Experiments and Results

Since there exists no concept-annotated corpus for short-texts, to validate the performance of our co-ranking framework and other state-of-the-art algorithms, we conduct
experiments on text clustering task, which is widely used for evaluating text conceptualization [23,21], to evaluate the results.
4.1

Datasets

Following [10], we preprocess the Wikipedia articles to construct corpus Wiki for construction of the affinity matrix M of the heterogeneous semantic graph G, which contains 3.74 million Wikipedia articles. For text clustering task, we use three datasets:
NewsTitle, Twitter, WikiFirst and TREC, as follows:
NewsTitle: We extract news titles from a news corpus containing 3.62 million articles searched from Reuters and New York Time. The news articles are classified into
six categories: company, religion, science, traffic, politician, and sport. We randomly
select 5,000 news titles in each category. The average word count of titles is 9.37.
2

βT T > 0 guarantees irreducibility [17], because we can jump to any vertex.
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Twitter: We utilize the official tweet collections used in TREC Microblog Task
2013/2014 to construct this dataset. By manually labeling, the dataset contains 41,536
tweets which are in four categories: food, sport, entertainment, and device/IT company.
We remove the URLs and stop-words. The average length of the tweets is 12.95 words.
Because of noise and sparsity, this dataset is more challenging.
WikiFirst: this dataset includes 330,000 Wikipedia articles, which are divided into 110 categories based on the mapping relationship between Wikipedia articles and
Freebase topics. For example, Wikipedia articles titled The “Big Bang Theory” are categorized into Tv program in Freebase. Each category contains 3,000 Wikipedia articles.
We extract the first sentence of each Wikipedia article to construct this dataset, and the
average length of the first sentence is 12.67 words. Note that, this dataset is a challenging data set because of its large number of categories, strong diversity of categories and
strong correlation among many categories.
TREC: It is the corpus for question clustering on TREC [14], which is widely
used as benchmark. The entire dataset of 5,952 sentences are classified into the six
categories: person, entity, abbreviation, description, location and numeric.
4.2

Alternative Algorithms and Experiment Settings

We compare the proposed framework with the following short-text conceptualization
algorithms:
BOW: It represents short-text as bag-of-words with the TF-IDF scores [18].
LDA: It represents short-text as its inferred topic distribution [2], and the dimensions of the short-text vector of is number of topics as we presuppose.
IJCAI11 : [21] proposed a probabilistic framework, which performed a simple coclustering of concepts and terms by identifying the disjoint cliques, and then derived
the most likely concepts using Bayesian inference.
IJCAI11 +CL: By introducing the clustering strategy, [21] extends IJCAI11 . [21]
first mines dense k-exclusive clusters that maximize conditional probability P (ti |cj ),
where the words in the same cluster are considered to belong to the same semantic cluster. Then the algorithm IJCAI11 is implemented on each semantic cluster to complete
short-text conceptualization.
IJCAI15 : Taking verbs and adjectives into consideration, [30] conceptualized terms
using a random-walk based iterative algorithm.
RW: It is a pure random walk variant of IJCAI15 , without adjusting the weights on
links during whole procedure.
Co-RankIP : [10] ranks the concepts and terms simultaneously in an iterative procedure based on a co-ranking framework.
Co-Rank (Ours): By leveraging concept-based similarity among terms, the proposed co-ranking framework boosts [10], and achieves the goal of combining global
statistic information (e.g., co-occurrence feature from large corpus), local information
(heuristic information implicit in context, i.e., correlation function) and manual-defined
knowledge (semantic similarity in lexical knowledge base).
Co-RankAD : A co-ranking framework by simply coupling two random walks [34],
which separately rank different type of vertices under PageRank [3].
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With the limitation of space, we briefly describe the experimental settings here.
The dimensions of vector in BOW is 25,000, which releases the optimal experimental
results. For Co-Rank, Co-RankAD , Co-RankHITS , IJCAI11 , IJCAI11 +CL, IJCAI15
and RW, we select 5,000 concepts as features in text clustering task, which is like
the number of concept clusters in Probase [26,30,10,28]. In the proposed Co-Rank:
(i) we set the damping factor βCC in Eq. (17) and βT T in Eq. (21) and to 0.15 following the standard PageRank paradigm; (ii) we set the set of asymmetric parameters
{γCC , γCT , γT C , γT T } as 0.2,0.25, 0.35, 0.2, which yields the best results. (iii) we test
the convergence threshold from {10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 , 10−6 , 10−7 }, and analysis results indicate that when the threshold tails off to below 10−5 , the co-ranking framework
yields the best results in the short-text clustering task.

4.3

Experiments on Text Clustering

Because news title data, tweet data, Wiki first-sentence data and question data have
no ground-truth labels, to evaluate the effectiveness of conceptualizing, we design text
clustering task. Totally, we first generate “concepts”3 of each short-text (in the aforementioned datasets) based on different algorithms, and then use these concepts as features to construct short-text vector, and run spherical K-means clustering [13,16] to
evaluate each algorithm. This paper uses Purity [33], Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [11]
and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [25,4]to measure the quality of the shorttext clustering task. The larger the Purity (ARI or NMI) is, the better the clustering
result and the better the performance of the corresponding algorithm achieves.
We discuss these measurements as follows. Let X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , x|X| } denote
the set of short-text clusters after short-text clustering, wherein xi indicates the i-th
short-text cluster. Similarly, Let Y = {y1 , y2 , · · · , y|Y | } denote the ground-truth set
of short-text clusters. Besides, N denotes the total count of the short-text. Therefore,
Purity could be measured as follows:

Purity =

|X| |Y |
1 XX
max |xi ∩ yi |
N i=1 j=1

(22)

Let nij denotes the count of short-texts which occurs in cluster xi and cluster yj
simultaneously, and ARI could be defined as follows:
P|X| P|Y |

ARI =

n

ij
j=1 C2 −

i=1
P|X| |xi | P|Y | |yj |
+ j=1 C2
i=1 C2
2

P|Y | |y |
· j=1 C2 j
N
C2
P|X| |xi | P|Y | |yj |
C
· j=1 C2
2
i=1
CN
2

P|X|

i=1

−

|xi |

C2

(23)

Moreover, the measurement of NMI is discussed as follows. Let H(X) denote the
Information Entropy, defined as follows:
3

Except for algorithm LDA generating topic as “concept”, all the other algorithms generate
concepts which are defined by lexical knowledge base Probase .
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H(X) = −

|X|
X

P (xi ) · log P (xi )

(24)

i=1

Wherein, P (xi ) indicates the probability that the short-text occurs in cluster xi ,
and P (yj ) indicates the probability that the short-text occurs in cluster yj . Let I(X; Y )
denotes the mutual information of set X and set Y , as follows:
I(X; Y ) =

|X| |Y |
X
X
P (xi ∩ yj )
]
[P (xi ∩ yj ) · log
P
(xi ) · P (yj )
i=1 j=1

(25)

Therefore, we could utilize the following equation to define NMI:
NMI =

2 · I(X; Y )
H(X) + H(Y )

(26)

Table 1: Evaluation results of short-text clustering task.
NewsTitle
Purity ARI NMI
BOW
0.617 0.569 0.781
LDA
0.619 0.575 0.683
IJCAI11
0.681 0.635 0.807
IJCAI11 +CL 0.711 0.651 0.809
IJCAI15
0.737 0.675 0.822
RW
0.760 0.695 0.847
Co-RankAD
0.731 0.677 0.806
Co-RankIP
0.785 0.738 0.879
Co-Rank(Ours) 0.801 0.753 0.876

Twitter
Purity ARI NMI
0.212 0.211 0.250
0.319 0.323 0.341
0.365 0.353 0.354
0.378 0.351 0.387
0.419 0.381 0.416
0.413 0.395 0.443
0.423 0.387 0.421
0.461 0.428 0.478
0.456 0.441 0.482

WikiFirst
Purity ARI NMI
0.297 0.419 0.531
0.274 0.387 0.490
0.311 0.439 0.556
0.326 0.460 0.583
0.343 0.484 0.613
0.346 0.488 0.617
0.343 0.483 0.612
0.369 0.521 0.659
0.380 0.537 0.679

TREC
Purity ARI NMI
0.712 0.663 0.863
0.719 0.672 0.760
0.757 0.752 0.875
0.812 0.748 0.881
0.832 0.770 0.882
0.862 0.791 0.904
0.833 0.782 0.874
0.854 0.831 0.942
0.871 0.848 0.961

Experimental results are shown in Table 1. The results show the proposed coranking framework improves the baseline models in most cases: (i) Co-Rank (Ours) is
superior to Co-RankIP , which ignores the the manual-defined knowledge (e.g., semantic similarity in lexical knowledge base); (ii) Taking measurement NMI as an example, Co-Rank (Ours) exceeds the recognized baseline model IJCAI15 by 6.57% and
IJCAI11 by 8.55% on dataset NewsTitle, exceeds IJCAI15 by 15.87% and IJCAI11
by 36.16% on dataset Twitter (Note that, dataset Twitter is challenging because of
its noise), and exceeds IJCAI15 by 8.94% and IJCAI11 by 22.08% on dataset WikiFirst, indicating that it is essential to utilize the beneficial interactions among terms and
concepts.

5

Conclusion

Short-text conceptualization plays an increasingly vital role in text understanding and
other applications. This paper proposes a novel co-ranking framework to address the
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problem of short-text conceptualization, which operates an iterative procedure over a
heterogeneous semantic graph and reinforces the terms and corresponding concepts
simultaneously. Furthermore, this framework is found to automatically detect the contextual salient key-terms in the short-text. Experiments on real-world datasets suggest
that the proposed co-ranking framework is effective.
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